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Student Writing: The Problem and Some Solutions

-A Committee Reports on the
Use of English

JAMES J. SCANLON
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN ,

It is the academic natural.law: when colleges or universities
face difficult problems, they instinctively form committees. Cynics
(they call themOlves "realists"), insist that these committees are
designed to help administrators avoi'd rather than soilve the prob-
lems at hand. If they are right, the ad hoc Committee on the Use
of English at the Urbana-Champaign Campus of the University
of Illinois ,is surely an anomaly. Given what is perhaps the hottest
educational issue today writing skills, the Committee not only

met regularly but also reportied quickly with specific, even.daring
recommendations for improAment of student writing. The total,
cynics were confounded.. .1"

AcknOwledging national and local complaints ahout student
writing skills, Robert W. Rogers, Dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences at Urbana-Champaign, appointed a Committee
on the Use of English in September', 1975, to study the "problem."
Dean Roger§ made no pretense about the difficulty of the task he
set the Committee; indeed, his charge to.it was especially blunt:

The problem is obviousty a complex one: there isatle in contemporary
society that encourages either literacy or skill in 4ritten communica-
tion in the college-age group. Public schools appear to have abahd ned
the effort; and, it must be confessed, there is littl insistence o the
part of the faculty to promote high standards of 14guage among ur
students, even in the humanities and social sciences.

Chaired by Associate Dean Roger K. Applebee and coinposed of
proftwors from the Chemistry, Cornmunications, History, Micro-
biology, Rhetoric, and Sociology divisions of the University, the
Committee thus had, fair warning both of the complexity of the
situation and of the broad responsibility for its existence. During
tfie next year, the Committee met some twenty-seven times,'and
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after intense study of the . University's entrance reqiiirements,
writing courses, and general academic policies made its "Report
on the Status of Student Writing" to Dean Rogers.

For some years, the Urbana-Champaign Campus lias gloried in
the comparative superiority of its entering freshmen and gradu:
ating seniors to their national counterparts. While not unwar-
ranted, this self-congratulation terlds to obscure the truth about
the students' actual skills, especially their verbal skills. Thus, for
example, the mean ACT-English score for freshmen'entering the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences this year (23.07) is abOut six
points above the national mean ; but, in recent years, the mean
ACT-English score tilts declined about thirty percent faster for
Urbana-Champaign freshmen than for their national counterparts.
If freshmen entering all colleges of the Uliversity are considered,
the situation is eve.. worse. A CEEB vabal skills test adminis-
tered to all entering freshmen between 1968 and 1974 showed a
fifty-eight point decline, in the average scores over that six year
period; the average students missed ten more questions in 1974
than in 1968. Even the so-called "best" students are no longer
quite sto goOd. The nurhber of Urbana-Champaign freshmen re-
ceiving "Advance Placement" credit for English and Rhetoric
has declined this fall to a low thirty-three percent of those sub-
mitting test results through Princeton's Educational Testing Ser-
vice. In a recent study of %6-iting samples taken from close to two
laundred freshmen with 27 ACT-English scores, only eight percent
were found to have reasonable command bf five basics of exposi-
tory writing thesis statement, sentence structure, paragraph de-
velopment and gOherence, overall logic and development; and
usage'skills. Superior by comparison though they be, therefore,
the verbal skills of' freshmen entering the Urbana-Champaign
Campus are in truth not what they used to be.

Statistics like these raised questions in the Committee on the
Use of English about entrance requirements. The present require-
ment-of three units of high school English was apparently unsatis-
factory as a guarantee of a high level of verbal or writing skill.
Yet, figures showing that a large iiroportion of Liberal ArtS and
Sciences College freshme had already taken ,four units,befdre
entry seemed tO indicate t at merely raising the.e6mber 0English
units required would be 4n inadequate response to the problem.
The nature as well as the u r of these English units .thus be-
came the Committee's dual Tocus.

The Committee as a whole found initially that it knew little
about the nature of current high. school English Curricula. Con-
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sequently, while maldng no pretense to a detailed study of such
curricula, it sought some perspective on them through sources
both without and within ,the University and the Committee.- In-
formation provided by Robert Ilogan.and Edmund Farrell, Exec-
utive Secretary and Associate Executive Secretary respectively of
the National Council of Teacbers of English ; Alan Purves, Pro-
fessor of Education at the University and associate of the National
Assessment Of Educational Progress; Dorothy-Matthews, Asso-
ciate Professor of English at the University and Director- of
English Undergraduate Studies; Roger Applehee, researcher of
high school English programs and Chairperson of the Corinnittee;
and James Scanlon, Chairperson of Freshman Rhetoric at the
University, Treasurer' of the Illinois Association of Teachers of
'English, and a mernber of the Committee helped it to understand
recent trends and\ current practices in high schools both in the
nation and, especially, in Illinois.

From that understanding, the Commiltee proceeded to recom-%
mend changes not only in the number but also in'the nature of the.
English entrance requirements. Jn the Committee's view, diversifi-
cation of English curricula over the last ten years had unne es-
sarily and unwisely pushed expository writing into a distin tly
subordinate position in high.school programs. Some curricul in
fact now offer no single course in expository writing to col ge-
bound students and can give no guarantee that expository w iting
is an important element in any c 'T-ses. Rather than adding to
basic English courses, therefore, E ',1irses developed in the last..,
decade often substitute for them ; .. m providing true diver-
sity, these new courSes--create anoth, -rricular homogeneity
one without expository writing. To allo.. ,tudents.time 'for a truly
divere high s.chool English. program and to insure the place
expository writing in it, the Committee recommended that "four
units Of high school English (rather than three)" he required of
those seeking admission to the College of Liberal Ads and.Sci-
ences and that "Work offered to meet this requirenient com-
prised of studies in language, composition, and literature" and
'"in all such work significant attention be given to expository
writing."

At the same time, the Committee saw the need for better screen-
.

ing of applicants to be sure their verbal and writing skills are
adequate. Extant objective tests, ha t ever their strengths, were
thought insufficient by4hemselKes as reliable measures Q.4.4zitting
skill. It wa hoped' that\ the long run the University W de-
velop its own verbal and writing tests for admission and even

.... 4
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placement after admission. In the interim, however, the Committee
made three specifi recommendations related to pre-admission test-
nig. First, because SAT seems a more useful assessment of general
verbal skills and because SAT will soon include'a composition
subsection with a writing sample test, the Committee iirged that
admission decisions be based in part on SAT-Verbal 'scores and
not as nem on ACTLEnglish scores. Second, because objective
tests are clearly not the best measure of writing ability, the Com-
mittee suggested that all applicants be required to submit "writing
samples on at least two topics ... written under examination con-
cltions when students take the comprehensive entrance test,"
Third, becauk regularly admitted students no matter how capable
in other academic areas must be "literate," the Committee pro-
posed that "a minimum score on the verbal portion(s) of the re-
quired admission ttst.... be .deternnned, and no candidate ... be
admitted who does not meet this minimal requireMent."

But the Committee was not solely concerned with the "literacy"
of incoming freshmen ; more important to it in fact were the
verbal or writing skills of graduating seniors. A faculty question-
naire done specifically for the Committee revealed that fully fifty )
percent of those responding found the writing ability of present
undergraduates in the College 'of Liberal Arts and Sciences "somei
what worse" or "significantly worse" than that qf students five or
six years previous. Both the Law.School Admission Test (LSAT)
and the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) confirm the
faculty's general sense that Urbana-Champaign students have
verbal or writing skills problems. While in 1975 the general mean
LSAT scores of local students placed them in the seventy-third
percentile nationally, the pait of the test which measures verbal
skills placed them in only the sixty-first percentile. The MCAT
results for the tame year showed even more phenomenal discrep-
ancies between non-verbal and verbal skills: mean scores on the
quantitative and scientific parts of the test placed local students
in the ninety-seventh and ninety-eighth percentiles nationally;
mean scores on the verbal part placed them a full twenty points
below those percentiles in -the seventy-eighth percentile. While
admittedly this imbalance in skills was apparent at admission
higher matheinatical and scientific skills (on the iyerage about
four ACT points higher) than verbal skills, the students' tenure
at the University apparently did little to right the imbalance.-

Figures like these brought questions in the Committee about
present Urbana-Champaign writing courses. Given the skills of
incoming freshmen and graduating seniors, the sufficiencfr .of a

5
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. one semester conaposition course taught essentially by a part-time
teactiing assistant staff which changed completely over a live year
period was'a question of particular concern. The amount of moral
and material support given writing itrograms by their parent de-
partments was liVewilie a matter of intense discussion. Finally,
the desirability of'increased articulation between-writing programs
and interested groups within and without the University was con-
sideFed. lp each df these areas the Comnlittee made recommenda-
tions for change; some for substantial change.

To begin with, the Committee gave close scrutiny to the Rhetoric
Program, since almost eighty percent of the freshmen fulfil the
University's composition requirement ther¢. It then endorsed- con-
tinuation o'f the basic one-semester cour4 with but one important
modification: _in grder to give the course more time to develop
basic expc ,y writing skills, it suggested removing the course's
research and bibliographic skills component. Therefore, the Com-
mittee urged, "Writing courses appropriate to particular disci-
plines ... should be developed with the primary objective of in-
structiqg students in the writinz of research papers and reports."
Thcselcourses would be developed "cooperatively between faculty
in the respective departments and specialikts in 'the Department
of English,' and would be take# by students once they have opted
for their majors. The Commitlee hoped that these second courses
would answer-the clear need for writing courses beyond the fresh-
man )evel appropriate to students' majors a need also seen by
fifty-nine percent of the Liberal Arts and Sciences College seniOrs
responding to a questionnaire designed for the Committee. It was
also hoped that the cooperation betWeen the Rhetoric- Program
and other departments required to develop these second writing
courses would advance tjie case tforincrelsed attention to exposi-
tory writing skills in the College Aenerally.

While the Committee' likewise enaorsed the present training-
program for teaching assistants in Rhetoric, it coupled that n-
'dorsement with a blunt insistence on . greater participation by
Englith Department faculty in teaching coMposition:'"At least
3.0 professorial FTE [three full-time professors or up to nine
part-time professors] should be cOmmitted to the program." In
addition, whether faculty or non-tenured but permanent staff,
the Committee recommended "developing a cadre of teachers to
assist in. the supervision and' coordination" Of the Rhetoric Pro-
gram. Bothrthese recommendations were designed primarily to
give greater continuity and stability to a program- which is now.
tafTed -by a competent 'though temporary group of ninety-six
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ti;aching assistants. Pcvond this, the Committre'!c .assuniptio., was
that.signiticant 'faculty involvement wouhl enhance the Program'si
self-image, its image with the students, :mil its image among the

pr6fessorial ranks of the English I )cpartment.
Composition programs have traditioilally.fieen the unloved step-

chihlren of their parent departments witness an interesting
article entitled "The Higher Illiteracy" in a recent Harper's. The
Urbana-Champaign English Department, for example, presently
has but two I;uailtv members administering a Rhetoric Program
which serves five thousand students a year. The Committee thus
found it necessary to exhort the Departments of Englisli and
Speech Communications (which serves about a thousand students(
ill its composition i'ourses) to provide %dditional support for ...
administration and supervision" of their writing prggrams. In
'fact, the Committee decided that the present health of the Fresh-
man Rhetoric Program "was'owing primarily to the extraordinary
efforts of a few individuals who seem to give a great deal more
by way of service to the program than they receive in tangible
rewards." The Committee was compelled to insist, therefore, that
in t4e finure facuhy committed to the Program "be rewarded by
promotion and appropriate salary increases on the basis of their
performance:" In short, composition programs should,no longer be
unloved stepchildren.

Peyond these matters internal to Urhana-Champaign writing
prtigrams, the Committee explored the need for expanded articu-

j latiou between ,Viese programs and interested groups within 'and
without the University. Hence,. it recommended 'Constructiov ol
guides and style sheets "to accommodate differing modes arid re-
quirements of the different disciplinary areas" within the College
of Liberal Arts and. Sciences. Mgire, significantly, perh'aps, the
Committee also urged creation o,0 college-level committee both
to "monitor the required writing43rOgrams" aod to ."provide liai-
son with other Units in the College or the University." Finally, the
Committee encouraged writing programs to organize additional
workshops and summer institutes for teachers of writing at all ed-
ucational levels. These recommendations' are designed to broaden
the perspectives of aH ihose involved, especially those connected
with writing courses at the University. The ultimate beneficiaries,
of course, will be the students.

The -last area to receive the Committee's attention was that
amorphous category. termed "general academic policies." Once
again,. certain statistics which came to its attention stimulated
recommendations for change. The,very same student question-

I
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naire which revealed great suppot I ;titiong graduating seniors for
a writing course heyond the hasic freshman course also indicated
'a "failure 'on the part .t.-'' natty midergrahiate programs to give .
appropriate emphasis ttie

/
ndent writing." .-;tin.lents surveyed re-

corded paltry averages of .52 papers in 100 level, JO jivers in 200
level, and 1.0 papers in 3f/0 level courses outside the h:nglish and
Speech ( ommunications I )tpartinclIN. Thus, despite the 'recogni-
tion of fully fifty percent of the faculty that students writing
skilk were either "somewhat worse" or "significantly worse" than
those of their counterparts live or six years previous, few prOfes-
sors apparently assigned much writing in their courses. Ilw
Committee had a great' deal of consciousness raising to do. -

Convinced that the Crhana-Cliampaign composition profranis
alone could not shoidder the burden of improving writingskills,
the Committee iaddresstIl its final reconiniend;ftions generally tp
the humanities,. social sciences, and life sciences. In particidar, the
Committee urged "nuire extensive .11se of written English on .
student reports, papers and examinations ... by all departments."
This recommendatimi was coupled with a suggestion to Dean
Rogers that all annual reports from departments "inch* state-
/news summarizing efforts undertaken to improve the quantity
and quality of student writing." Because of its puential influence,

,
on student writing skills beyond required composition courses,
this last recommendation is perhaps the Committee'5 most impor-
tant. And -..ta.:t, because it depends on the good will and effort of so,
many, it will perlpps,be the most difficult to effect.

Io Ti real sense, howeyer all the recomnwndations of the Corn-,
mittee on the Use of h:nglish depend on the good will and etTort
of, many. As Dean Rogers indicated in his charge to the Com-
mittee, the writing skills problem is indeed "a complex one": just
as respon'sibility for the problem is trcad,-so responsibility for its
solution is broad. Those same cynics who at first insisted that the
Committee was drsigned to avoid not solve the writing skills
proltlem have begun to insit that no one will heed its report. It
remains to be seen whether they will turn out to he "confounded".
cynics or "realists" this time.

8



Writing Activities to Open Up
a. Literary Work

GLEN N ( ;RINER
1)EVARTMENT OF ENGLISH, ILL! IN6IS S'IrATE UNIVERSITY

AT NORMAL

As English teachers, we continually Ntrive to lead our students
to meaningful contacts with works of literature; time and time
again, we look for oliportunities to increase student understanding
and pleasure during reading. Too often, however, we overlook ---
perhaps even dismiss as counter-prodvdive the ilex, of writing
activities, to bring abotft such meaningful contacts. 1.iterature
-teachers would do well, I suggest, to consider the range of possible
contacts that can result frbm students' writing about literature
be f ore they read and discussit, while they are readinu and dis-
cussing it, and af ter they have read and discussed' i`t. Writing about
shuyt works ( poems, sh, t stories, essays, etc.) will generally be
done after the read' , nit occasionally before. With longer woi-ks
(plays, novels, etc.), the writing may occur, of.sourse, before,,
during, and after the reading and discussion-analysis.

. With both high school and college readers of literature, I have
successfully utilized writing activities from a range of five possikile
types -- activities which I catalog as ( I) pre-reading involvel4nt
writing; (2) post-reading, pre-analysis writing; (3) during-the-
analysis writing; (4) post-analysis, pre-synthesis writing; tind
.(5) post-synthesis -writing. (-Student teachers with whom I have
worked have also reported similar classroom successes with writ-
ing activities.from these five categories,)

Pre-reading Involvement Writing

As the rubric indicates, pre-reading involvement writtryd, appli-
cable to either ..hort or longer litei-ary pieces, is done before the
students read a literary selection, and its -intent is motivational.
Such writing (perhaps evolving from preliminary clask.iliscus-
sion) concerns a theme, or subject, or significant expOence in
the selection-to-be-read. For example, if students aeft-tto reid
James Hurst's short story "The Scarlet Ibis" with its 'themes of
pride, of childhood cruelty, and of the love-hate ambiliillence iii
sibling relationships, the pre:reading writing activity ilvtiuld c'on:

+1,
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cein sonic aspect of these themes as they lane to the readers'-
ty Ik bat kgiounds, expel iences, attitteles, etc. I laving,completed
Auch %so [hug activities, students, when they read the selection, in
herentiv make associative connections bet,ween themselves and the
chatActers in the story, between their experiences and the events
tif the story. Thus, one kind of meaningful contact with IVerature
has been made through WI iting.

Post-reading, Pre-analysis Writing

Postreading, pre analysis writing is utilized after the students
have ct,nipletthil the rvading of a short selection or the reading Of
all or part (a section, an act, a chapter) of t longer selection. The
writing, completed before any analysis of the selection in clasi4
indicates to the teacher what the students have made of the selec-
tion on their own their perceptions of what happened, the sig-
nificance they attach to what happened, their feelings about what
haillened, ctc. When the teacher reads these post-reading, pre-
analysis writings, he/she becomes aware of what the students have
understood about the selection, what they are uncertain about, and
what they, in fact, have misunderstood or distorted. These writ-
ings, therefore, indicate to the teacher the direction to take during
subsequent class analysis and other karning activities. There is
no tired, for example, to discuss and analyze what the students
have rightly made of the selection ; the subsequent learning activi-
ties can focus On those elements of the selection about which the
students post-reading, pre-analysis writings reveal tess certainty,
partial distortion, or, even, gross misconceptions. Also, these writ-
inp reveal the aspects of the selection most immediately interest-
ing and rekeyant to the students. Findlly, they may show who has
and who ha; not read.the selection. Most important in all this is
the fact that post-reading, pre-analysis writing activities give clues
to what the teacher needs to do next to increase students' meaning-
ful contacts with literature.

In using post-reading pre-analysis writings, I have found that
students prefer a choice of three or four issues about which to
write, and that at least one of the questions should be within the
range of capabilitie§ of the less perceptive readers in the class.
Also, so that the student writings give evidence of what students
have made of the whole seledion, the questions should be broad in
scp ; that is, the questions should require the students to con-
sider the selection is a whole.

1 0
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During-the-analysis Writing
Lor the teacher who (4)110)111es the reading of a longer Nt'IVC11(111

With CIIIII11.11(111 LISS' dr,CIVo.1(111 and all.lsiti, 11111111'10115 writing
activities :11.1 possible, ranging twin reproductive to analytical,to
original writini:. A dread(' ago I tent rand Evans in /' eacliing
Spear,' in flo .N11001 ( New York: The Macmillan Ctimpany,
19(t4,) outlined these types of during the :inalvsis writing ;ictivi-
ties to (Ise in the study of Shakespeare, English teachers, I suggest.
can ;plata Evans' categories 14) the works of othter authols :ind, as
I have done, can add otlwi", types to Lvans' suggestions, Evans
delineates three folans of reproductiv writing: I the par&

Clum, literal restatement Of the substance of lines (or
passages; (2) the precis. or summary of the essential thought uf
a passage; ;Td ( 3) the narrative. summary, or the retelling of the
action 'or stfiry These types of writing about literature ar-e,
Of course. aime(l to) insure exact understanding.' As ink4ta11t-4s
this aim is, these writings reproducing the original, (if used CN-
tclIsivriy, nuiv diminish or even destroy the pleasuriptj of reading.
They are used best, I think, with stmlents who have trouble mak-
ing "plain sense" of the selection and/or struggle to keep the
sequence of story events in order,

kvaisis second category' of durig-the-analysis writing activities,
sonic form of actual analysis, inviulves conunenting upon the orig-
inal or probing it for meanings. Most of us have used these kinds
of writing activities with our stu its analyzing 'character
change and the farces promoting it use of minor characters
as foils, the internal and external u ft of the conflict, the types
of charactrers in a selection ;mil how .y are presented, the func-
tion of setting and the use of time, ideas or themes in the s*ction,
aspects of style, etc.

Perhaps we have used too oftim these primarily cognitiv analy-
ses as the sole basis for writing about literature and have ex«led
other writing options that also may lead to students' meaning u
contacts with literature, sometimes more pleasurable ones. Too
often, also, I suggest, we have made these writing activities too
structused. Long before a particular issue, potentially ripe for
analysis, emerges without teacher design during class discussion,
teachers predetermine that they will have students write about
that issue when the discussion reaches that point. What works
better. I think, is not to predetermine totally what issues will be
included in during-the-anal:;sis writing activities; better results
come Iyheri the issue-topics naturalistically grow out of the dis-

1
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cussion. .As students leach the point in the tission when several
viewpoints are I>iiui i\lttili'i, dippotrIcil, iititttil 111,1Hi

tilne Wit t.11sr 1 trIS thiWII
What pill think abc.111 fb/S."

Evan,: third rategory of during the analysis writing, sqiine form
of original writing, utilwe.s i pal ticular point in the literary selee
thin as a !'springboard. A line, an idea, a situatimi, or a problem
is used as a stimulus, and the students take the issue, thus raised.
out of its literary context and write about it in films of their OWII
backgronnd, experienco, knowledge, ur altillides, lit ()ther'MMrds,
sIndrIlts IlSr OW literary selection as "springboard" to a considera-
tion of what the literary selection suggests to the reader alxiut
human relatit ns. decisions, self, etc.

( )uie effective way to handle these springlward writings, I srig-
gest, is to use the journal. As students read and analyze II play or
'novel, they can record in journal entries their reactions to charac-
ters and what they do. ( 4, students can respond in their journals
to specific questions raised by the teacher, preferably controversial
questions that ask stuiAits to judge and evaluate particular actions
or ideas of characters, the narrator, ur the author.

( kcasionally, as a during-the analysis writing activity, students
might be .asked to do adaptations. For example, an incident pre-
sented in a short story in narrative summary forM may be rewrit-
ten in dramatic scene form. ( the reverse may be done from
dramatic scene to narrative s niary. Similarly, a scene friiin a
short story hilly besonverted to V or movie script. Another such
activity, partly creative, is to have students do parodies. Regard-
less of the type, these writing activities help to keep relevant the
material being read and analyzed.

Post-analysis, Pre-syntirsis Writing

After the reading-analysis of the literary sel( tion, literature
teachers can use a post-analYsis, pre-synthesis wr ing activity as
one of several culminating activities to the study o longer liter-
ary selection; its intent is evaluative, at least in part. k writing
activity reveals what the students have gained from the ieriod of
reading-analysis. It should reveal to what extent the stude hate
been involved meaningfully in the analysis and, also, whether they
can now synthesize what has been analyzed. Incidentally, it pro-
vides an opportunity for students to firactice such synthesis. Too
often,,we as teachers dQthis for our students, as we tie together
the various strands of the discussion-analysis, or as we piece to-
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gether the parts that foirn the whole of the literary selection'. Stu-
dents ought to do this on their own, at least occasionally. If the
period of analysis has been productive, there ought, I think, to be
observable differences between what the students have done on
the earlier post-reading, pre=analysis writing activity and what
they do with the post-analysis; pre-synthesis.,writing activity.

For this post-analysis, pre-synthesis writing assignment, I use
a choice of three or four topics, with some range of difficulty
and complexity. Any student with at least general understanding

*--of the literary selection ought to be able to answer one of the
questions, with the writing dope in class and with stndents using
open books. Frequently, I alert students to pu.cible , ideas for
these post-analysis, pre-synthesis veritings du7.ng the analysis stage
of study; students may thus tentatively gather material for the
writing activity during the analysis. By doing this, the process of
synthesis evolves naturally from that of analysis, and the-two are
not artificially and arbitrarily separated,

When I read the students' individual post-analysis, pre-synthesis
papers, I note what issues about the, selection still need clarifica-
tion or amplification, despite all that may have been said during the
analysis. These clarifications are then made, partially, in my ter-
minal comments on the students' papers and, more importantly,
when I return \the papers. With the class, I hold a final synthesiz-
ing session.

Post-synthesis Wri ing

After the final synthesi , teachers can provide opportunities fore
post-synthesis writing, usually some extended form of Evans' so-

. called springboard pieces, and usually elective assignments. In
contrast to the during-the-analysis springboard writings which
focus on a line, an idea, a situation, or a problem at a particular
point in the literary selection, these post-synthesis pieces focus op
broad issues ; that is, they tend to evolve from broader aspects of
the selection as a whole. Also, while the during-the-analysis spring-
board pieces .tend to be short paragraphs, the post-synthesis writ-
ings are longer and require fuller organization and development.
Finally, these pre-synthesis pieces are, literally, more creative and
move more fully away from the context of the selection that has
been ,read. The focus falls not on the literature but on the stu-
dents' lives.

In conclusion, having students write about literature before they
read it, while they read and analyze it, and after they have read

,
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and discussedtit can' bring yo ful readers to grapple activ'ely
with the issues at the heart of material read. Writing can join
with reading and with discussion-analysis to effect fuller, more
meaningful anci, hopefully, more pleasurable contacts with litera-
ture.

Anybody Cad Write d Poem
r ,auE novvELL

CARBONDALE COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
CARBONDALE

"We aren't-going to have to write poems, are we?" The inevi-
table response to my announcement that we are beginning a poetry
uuit. 'My answer is "No, but we are going to fool around with
words." Most of my students have "written" poems before fol-
lowing models, the apprOved technique of creative writing text-
books. They have struggled with the haiku, the cinquain, the
sonnet, the tanka (whatever that is), and so on. And they have be-
come convinced that poetry is the triumph of form over function.
Or they have resisted form totally and clung to the notion'that
"poetry is saying just what you feel."

I'm sad .

And it's reallir too bad.
I believe that writing poetry is one of the best ways to unsler-

stand poetry to grasp the creative process; one must, to some
extent, arrive at an identification with 9is process. Form is. im-

- portant. -But form must grow out of an individual perception an
the attempt to cominunicate the essence of that perception. Th
first thing a young writer must learn is concentration. If
tration does not fail, the sine qua non of a poem sincerity
will be there. F,rom that point on, the writer can "play around
with words" until he is able to satisfy his ithaginary audience.

All this is, of course, at some remove from the experiences and
skills of the average eleventh grader. For this reason, I have
evolved some techniques designed to show the students, through
direct experience, that ,what goes on in theivninds in many ways
parallels the thought processes of the serious, artist. One such
technique is the creation of an oral poem by the entire class, on

,the theme "Love is ..." or "Freedom is ...." Another is the use

-`.

e
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of word-association tests to help the students see the organicnd
tangential relationshiRs between words, images, and metaphors.
The exercise with wprich I usually begin my discussion of poepy
is one which I call (to myself) "anybody can write a poem."
Although I have Osed this exercise in my creative writing classes,
it has proved eve4( more successful with "average ability" students
than with adv ced students;, The ,object of the exercise is not a
polished "pr ct," but the involvement of the studrt in the
creative pro s.

I begin,by arranging the desks in a circle, surrounding a table.
After telling t e students that they will be.doing same free writing,
I take a numbe of objects from a brown paper bag and place
them on the table. Tht students- are to choose an object and ex-
amine, it closely. hey can moye'around, pick up the objects one
by one, -etc.) Each tudent then writes about his/her chosen object
for twenty or\ thir minutes. I suggest thakthey first attempt to
deScribe the obje. as carefully as possible:" then to write ,down
randontly whate er associations come, to their minds. Organizg-
lion, sentence ructure, and grammar are not important; in fact, I
di kind of °formal introduction and structure. I simply
ask the students to concentrate as intensely as possible on what
they are doing.

The objects can be divided into two categories. The first cate-
gory is that of familiar objects, having many associations in the

,students' minds. I have used an apple, a pencil, a seashell, a ball
of ,string, a flower in a vase, a wine bottle, a sponge. The second
category consists of objects possibly unfamiliar to students and
less identifiable as to function. Here I have used a foMil, an old
sheep's horn, abstract bronze and ceramic sculptures, a blown glass
vase full of bubbles and whorls,,a silver gnome riding a tricycle.
Neither of these categories seems superior to the other in stimu-
lating close observation and imaginative response. Students who
choose an object in thefirst category are attempting to find the
unusual in something ordinary; stuglents choosing an object in
the second Category are attempting to bring the unknewn into the
realm of their own experience (shades of Wordsworth and Cole-
ridge). I think it is important to have objects from both cate-
gories, since some students feel threatened being asked to write
about something they do not understand. It is also imparant for
the students to feel that this assignment will not be graded, at
least not in the conventional way.
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After the students ha)e turnecl theli papers in,, I. go over eath
paper _Ilvith a series of colored marking pens. I underline' different

. levels of response with different colored ink. The three main types
of response that I differentiate are (1) images, (2) associations,
and (3) ideas. An image response is a,direct description of the ob-
ject, possibly including a comparison of the object to something
else. An associative response may be a "group" connotation sug-
gested by the object; that is, a connotation shared by a niimber
of people. (For example: "apple" suggests "Johnny Appleseed.")
Or a studentAmayjmake an associative response relating to his own
individual eAlperience ("... we were throwing this appl around

rand something funny haPpened to it"). An idea response is a con-
ceptualization and abstraction growing out of the other 'types of
response and is often far removed from the object itself.

I type out and xerox a series of responses to several of the
objects. Here is a series of responses to a white clamshell:

Image: smooth, shaped like a fan, groOves going in a semicircle, layered
like a surface with part, of the paint chipped off, color a worn white,
splotches of orange, shaped liketa small dish
Association: fish livig in ocean, a beach far away with mountains
'behind it; stream of cool water that flows throdkh the cave and`comes
from a waterfall, the waves crashed into shore, cool spray that touches
your face, some lonely human being walking along the Veach, a- child
delighted at the pretty seash41
Idea: people have their sharp edges worn smooth with time, an example
of God's crafon, a quiet part of life

(All theA exzmple t are taken from an aveilage-level junior class.
Most of these 'will not attend college.)

Finally, I .ta or five individual papers, from ,which I
select words an ases to arrange op the page -- prodkicins
something like a poem, All the words are the students' Own; iEe
selection and arrangement are mine. These "poeMs" are then
xeroxed.

(Apple)
An apple is a lot like a rose
Both red
Both have a fragrant smell
A rose just sits there.
The apple won't move unless it is moved,
It is a perfect natural thing.
So is the rose.
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(Ball of String)
It looks like

a very skinny snake
,threatl on a bobbin with a hole in the'middle
spaghetti

You can
tie it on your finger
measur things with rt
play "c4 and saucer" with it
tie a spli t on a bird's broken kg

and then the bird can use it for its-nest
Your cat can play with it.
But when it gets in a knot yblIc!

c.

(Sponge). )
Squeezable
Cheese
What did' sponges do when they were alive?'
Did they swim around or lie like rocks

at the boqm 'of the ocean?
Did t ey hake baby sponges? ,

.(Flowers)
Green leaves
Funny, fuzzy
Soft, squiggly
Red, orange
Pink, criinson
Pleasant. Touch
Not flolwers
Red ,flames
Orange flames
Pink flames,
Crimson flames,
Spilled blood
On green' leaves.

°

I use these. xeroxed examples as the basis for class discussion
the following day. The students are usually pleased and, surprised
at the clarity of their own images, oncNheir sentences have been
"pared down." They begin to understand something'of the aesthe-
tic principle of selection, and something of the power:of a striking
image or metaphor. Since they have themselves followeciahe path

17
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from object to image to association, it is easier for them to under-
stand the structure of a poem. And the concepts of connotatiOn
and metaphor are made real to them.

What really astonishes the _students are* their own ,"poemsf."
Although they are not, needless to say; art, they ire the re-
stilt of imagination imposed on experien &In a small way, the
students have participated in the creatNe process!Many of them
continue to "fopl around with words," to select, to arrange, to
search for a fo`-in. And in this Way they learn something about
their language, about the world aroucy them, and about 'thc411-

. selves.

"pear EdiVir": A Most Rewarding Mnit
JOHN C.*MARTIN

THORNTON' COMMUNITY HiGH SCHOOti
HARVEY

A unit that has elicited lively discussion from the start and has .

culminated in sincer% carefully wordetessays is the letter-to-the-
editor unit that has been an integral part of my -course of study for
English II. This unit has become -oneof the real highlights of tht
school year, not only for my students but for me as well.

I begin the unit byhaving, the studerlts read or listen to,and then
discUss some actual letters that I hive manaked to save. Some, of
these are addressed to the editor of a community newspaPer ;
others,to the edit& of the' school newspaper. Having exposed the
students to a variety of letters, I attempt to lead them to some con-
clusions about the purposes of letters to gditors. Generally, the
studentcs arrive at a list of purposes something like this: .

1. To call attention to some matter or problem
2. To seek answers, sOlutionf
3. To Offer answers, solutions
4. To agree with, support an idea, plan, etc.
5.. To disagree wilh, object to an idea, plan, etc.
6. To criticize, complain, denounce
. To praise, compliment, congratulate, express gratitude

Of urse, a letter may accomplish more than one of these aims.
Jou ne stop is to Alt ine the kind§ topks dealt with in

letters to' editors. At this point I set up two columus.on the chalk-
,

18
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board, one for the community paper and one for the school paper.
Obviously it is a waste of tinie to spend all period l,.ting topi s;/-7 therefore, I. halt the proceedings after the class has ted perh ps
five to ten for each :Toe of paper. By this time th udents h-Sve

I become well aware of the large variety of ,topics. They are easily4
able to add others of their own.

Once the students understand the purposes of these letters and
realize the Wide choice of subjects froln which to choose for the
letters th.ey will write, itiif time to take`iip such matters as length
and form. I stress that bewspaper space i's hard toscome by and

' letteKs a0 one, two, or three paragraphs. As .

that editors fetters' tbat are concise. Hence, I set the
length of the studen
far as form is cOncerned, the students need to know how to write
the heading, salutation, and closing. P1ecause there are always
some students wlio do nc want thei na es to appear in pript-,/
take a few minutes to e. lain that 1l letters must be signed but
that anyone can.directeliFor to withhold the name.

Having spent one or two periods preparing to write, the s
dents are now ready to compose their letters. They write to
edit'or of their choice for whatever purpose they feel ta be appro-
priate. I insist that the topics they choose be topics about which
they are somewhat informed and have a definite viezpoint. I allow
them a periodto get started and a period to finish. Whatever they
write on their Own time between sessions is entirely up to them.
( I encourage them to decide for themselves whether they neeftz

, to work on the assignment at home.) During the time they wri e
in class I allow them to exchange and discuss each other's letter
Nattkrally I assist those who need help, but I try my utmost to
keep my adult, telicher, and middle-class prejudices about certain
topics to myself.

A fer I h'ave read the letters 'and made temporary evaluations, ,

I decide what follow-tip activities-before final revision .would be
most beneficial. One possibility is to have a number of letters ready-1
ayloud. Another is..to ditto several for the class to read. Still anotlfer
is to prepare transParencies of sope letters for the overhead prq-/ .
jector. The method I use depends^upon the nature of the class,
the amount of time I have for preparation, and, to some exterilk,
my mood at the' time. Once the students have heard or read the

_Petters of their classmates, I ask them to discuss why the letters
Are effective. I focus the discusion,chiefly on unity of theme and
tone, clarity and adequate development of ideas, and evi nc
the writer's knowing the subject. Upon completion of t discus-
sion, I asic the students to revise and-rewrite with an ey to hay-

..
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ing their letters submitted for .p-ublication. It is-not surprisinghat
when the 'final copies come in thenext day, they are so well writ-
ten that I am able to make permanent evaluations with minimal
effort.

_The climax of the unit is -sending the letters to the editors. I
tell the students that I cannot guarante that any letter. will be
printed. However, since the school and community paper's tradi-
tionally,provide more than adequate space-Or letters, there i a
good chance that some of the boys And girlg will one day turn to
the editorial page and find their own words.

Some of the students, as a rule, do not want to be published,
and naturally not tall who desire to be will realize their ambition.
Consequently, I ask each student to make an extra-copy oi his/her
letter so that I may post it on the bulletin boara or read it aloud.
Such recognition, I find, boosts the spirits of a goodin ny young
people.

I /feel that the unit is worthwhile foeseveral reason . First, it
provides .students with an opportunity to express their 'vie on,
topics pf genuine concern. Second, tilt students seem to put -I
sidtr le thought anaeffort 'into their compositions when they. -

reaflze that they are1vriting not just for an audience of one
teacher or even one cfiss, but for an audience school-wide or '
community-wide in nature. Finally, it seems to me that perhaps
the basic purpose and real value in having the students ivrite such
letters is to make them aware that in our society the individual's
voice can still be heard and that speaking out is not merely a privi-
lege but, in reality, a responsibility.

The following are let., that shave been printed in local news-
papers within the. last years. Writing of ihis quality from
so-called "a'verage" and '.'slow" students makes me wonder about
the Validity of such labels.

From Tho Stor-Tr1buno

He Was Lucky,
But Others...
Dear 'Sir, '-;

The leiter I'm wjliting con-
cerns all the citizens of Dix-

, moor. There are two railroad
crOs'sings in Dixmoor, none of
wh;ch has gafes or signals.

The locations are 143rd and
Lincoln and 143rd and Robey.

Now, there have already
been a number of accidents at
these locations, one involving
a bus load of elementary stu-
dents. But, on 4-25-72, ap-
proximately 8:05 p.m., I my-
self was almost involved in an
accident with a train. There
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,.

(were

no warning lights, gates
or horn. 'There are two tracks
on 143rd.and Robey and I had
already crossed one, when all
of a sudden, I .saw the train.
Luckily, I had not yet reached
the track it was on so I had
just enough time to back up.

Now, I was lucky, but others
friight not be. sQ, I hope this
sous problem will be taken
care of right away.

Ron Thompson
14e16 Page
Dixmoor

They Can't Smoke,
We Can't Either

Dear Editor,
I am writing to let you know

that Thornton high school is
opening a student lounge and
it is for seniors only. I think
this is not fair. They will not
be allowed to dvanything that
other students are not to do.
They can't smoke or-drink and
neither can we. So, I feel that
freshman, sophomores'Od ju-
niors should be able to tit the
'lounge, also.

Name Withheld by Request

Par icing Lot
Problems, Too

Dear Sir,
, The City of Harvey's park-

ing lot is located on 146th and
Clinton, which is used by the
commuters of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad.

2

There seem to be two prob-
lems with the parkinalot. One
is the dust caused by the cars

, when they enter and exit the
parking lot during the dry

.--months of the year. The peo-
ple who live by the parking lot
get so: much grime and dirt
through their open windoyis.

The otheryroblem is durrng
the rainy and snowy months.
The people have to swim to
the train and back to their cars
becaulse the parking lot be-
comes flooded. The chuckholes
fill pviti water and appear to
be tak s and swamps.

There are ,106 paiVng me-
ters and a quirter is put in

em each working day of
the week. The money cpllected,
co es out to $6,890 a year.
The pa\rking lot has been there

"for a number of years. I know
the city of Harvey has to pay
taxes on the parking lot, but I
think the City of Harvey can
afford to blacktop the parkios
lot. I am sure people who live

:in the neighborhood and the
comninters will agree with me.

Debra Flanagan
14615 Jefferson
Harvey

From. Its. Advfertisor

Dear Edit8t,
I have a complaint about the

garbage disposal in Dolton.
The garbage men should come
twice a week to provide more
room in the cans for people's
garbage.
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One mor thing 2-- the gar-
bage men should give a littN
more care to the garbage cans,
because when they put the gar-'
bage in the truck they dent

and mash up the cans so you
can't even get the tops on.

Yo § truly,
rd Means

Balancing Form and C ntent
-

.
,

' . CHRISTOPHER R. JOHN

i -* $ DOWNERS GROVE'HIGH SCHOOL
J DowiltVS GAB

,-
The decline in writing skills has received- the bulk of recent at-

tentionmmong'both high school and college educators. To halt this
deteriOration pf latikuage sOis, cries axle -raised for more "disci-.

pline" in writing and fdr the re-assertion of "rigorous standards."
In short, ws seem to be in the midst 'of a swing back toward tra-
ditional, formalistic concepts in the teaching of composition.

Only 'three or four years ago, other fortes of reform held
sway over teachers of writing. Led by Ken Macrctrie, author of
Telling Writing, teachers exhorted Students to tOst tlieir own
insight§ and to write honestlyrinstead of elegantly. Convinced that
form is organic, they encouraged "free" writing, which would
cohere of itscrf,in creating a formal logic. Outlines were.forgotten,
since no self-respecting "real writer" uses one. Original ideas
counted for more than syltunetrical paragraph structure. In sum-
mary, the emphasis then called for a shift from form to content.

Recently, however, both. high school and college English depart-
ments have grown alarmed at the amount of "free" writing which
is incoherent and the degree to which "honesty" has become an
excuse for self-indulgence. Parents and employers have joined in
asking whit happened to the old expository values of symmetry,
organization, vhesion, and stylistic objectivity. Once again, knowl-
edge of sente4ce structure is believed essential to good writing,
and practice in punctuation necessary for a sense of style. One
must outline in order to achieve coherent organization. Three
methodi of development are stressed: chronological, cause-and-
effect, and least to most important, Papers are often graded C
over M, content over mechanics.
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The assumption behind these traditional techniques has always
been that by working from the outside, by stressing form, the'
students' thoughts would automatically fall int line. But in swing-
ing back to this belief, we risk forgetting th most important les-
son which Msacrorie and others tried to impress on us: overem-
.phasis on form strangles deativity and original thought. No
amount of smooth transitions and subtle turns of phrase can
salvage a paper filled with cliches, incompetent reasoning, and
needlessly academic language. In the final analysis, writing which
lAcks the stamp its writer's personality and olinal thought is
a papei\without content.

Instead of a return to /he almost-entirely form&istic objectives
Of the traditional approach, we need new ways .7hich will help
students to develop and evaluate the content of their Writing,
whAe 6ntinuing to mature in their grasp of the formal aspects.
In striking this balance, I have found CatherineMinfeer's Words
and What They Do 7_jo You invaluable. A semanticist, Minteer
kgues that to be valid, a statemenr must be specific, concrete, and
factual. In explaining these concepts, she suggests techniques and
activities which are solidly grounded in the experiences of high
school students. To design the writing unit described below, I
have combined her ideas with some of Macrorie's and with my
own activity suggestions. To complete the unit, I fidd formal ob-
jectives found in most high school composition textbooks. Given
this eclectic approach, students tan pursue originality of thought
and expression wittout ignoring organization, coherent sentence
structure, and the conventions of usage.

CommUnicaiion stops when.people decide that no more can be
said ot a subject. On this insight rests what Minteer calls "the
ETC.," ti-e realization that since there are an infinite number of
points of iview on any given subject:something always remains to
be said about that subject. Too often, both students and adults
retieat from a deeper exploration of a topic, perhaps because we
are all afraid) old prejedices will be challenged, beiause we are
lazy, because we do not have the self-confidence to question
dearly-held beliefs. This retreat from a complete observation of
both the world and ourselves constitutes the one largest obstacle
to good writing.

As a result, I spend more-time on "the ETC." than on any
other_ concept in the writing unit. Different opportunities for sim-
ple observation are presented. In one, the students are given a
sheet of paper with one hundred.blanks on it and the name of a
simple classroom object written at the top. They may not hand
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the sheet in until they have filled the sheet with details observed
about that object. I invent some role-play situation, invaving
three or, four students, which the rest of the class watches. Again
they list the factual things that they observe.

To
.

worly"the ETC." into writing, I turn to Macrorie. He
starts bit stimulating students to write off the top of their heads,
free-form, following wherever the associatiins lead. The students
write without worrying about grammar, spelling, sentence struc-
ture, or organizition. But they have to get as much down as they

- can about the topic (or topics) they are writing about that day.
The writing usually lasts about fifteen minutes and takes place on
three or four days of each week. Hopefully, by delving more
cleeplw into "the ETC.," the students can come closer to truths
of their experience.

Froin "the ETC." it is a short jump to ilefining the differences
between generalities and specifics. I emphasize how empty words
like "thing," '"place," "person," and "event" can be. The reader
needs to be put in the here-and-now through specifics, to realize
th3t it js not just any old-dog that is being described, but Pluto.
To pe'the concept into practice, I hm,e cyeryone in class bring
a list of objects. These are read aloird, and the rest of the class
attempts to categorize the items -in the list. I describe different
parts of an activity such as.bowling. They try to guess what the
entire action is. I say a general word like IRO." Eilth member
of the class tells what specific example comes1Tmind.

At this point in their writing, the students begin to sift and,
order their raw experience. A fairly structured assignment comes
first. I write a paragraph filled with vague references to persekns,
places, and events. They must rewrite the paragraph, providi
the specifics where general words are used. Then the students a
tempt, as Macrorie advises, to focus their free writing. I encouri-
age them to let their experiences describe, and flow out of some
general feeling or idea, such as "life is rough" or "I had a lousy
weekend." Main emphasis is always on their saying more, in-
treasing the specific data in their writing, describing things as
they happened.

The next point of,emphasis is to make abstractions come alive
through the use of concrete language. An abstraction, as I define
it in class, is an idea or emotion, like love. A concrete word, on
the other hand, represents an action, o Jject, or person that can be
perceived by the senses. The probl with abstract language is
that it is imprecise, allowing great op ortunity for mixed-up com-
munication signals. In addition, abst ct words are often friught
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with emotional overtones: "love," "hate," 'peace," "authority,"
"democracy," "communism," and so on. Since we associate expe-
riences with these abstract words, it is crucial that we specify
what we mean by them through references to concrete experiences.

The students are immersed in activities which stress the differ-
' ences between the two kinds of words. I hold up an abstract word

%citt, a flashcard, and they write dowil an, experience that they are
reminded of. I read off a list of experiences, anil they write down
one abstract word which seems to apply to all the experienc.es. I
use s'ong lyrics from Bob Dylan, the Beatles, Joni Mitchell, and
discuss the different \vays in which the songw,riters attempt to
define love, fear, and lonelinesr....

We concentrate entirely on concreteness of style imworking the
concept into writing. High sciloot students especially fall into the
trap of relYiftg on nll-inclusive, judgmental adjectives: "This is a
nice town to live in," br "That was a real gbod book." I encourage
them to- replace such abstractions with words which appeal, to the
senses. "This story made my spine tingle," or "Thii story moved
at a break-neck pace." I hand ouf a list of abstract sententes which
they rewrite in ccincrete language. Artistic short films and?evoca-
tive pictures challenge them to describe their feelings in experien-,
tial terms. At first, the students do rely on cliches. After a time,
however, they begin tfp develop a style which is more vivid, more
personal, and.more original.

By. this time, most students' writing should display a greater
depth of experience-and a more vivid, personal style in describing
that experience. The last step, then, is to discussiand practice the
Ways in which opinions can be supported by facts. I define a fact
as a statement proven to be true either through our senses or
through intluc'tive validation. An opinion is an inference or con-
clusion drawn from the facts, the way in which we interpret

Before the class in which this concept is introduced, I gap
together with a student in the class and tell him/her to walk at
when I am ine middle of talking. If he or she dot i

mps to all
n a surly,

disrespectful manner, better yet. The class, of cOur
kinds of conclusions: be flunked English last quarter, he was
kicked out of his house, and so on. The kid returns, all smiles,
and explains the little plot. We then discuss what the re'st of the
class saw, the iacts, and what they concluded, the opinions.

For the wtiting, different activities are presented in which the
students must practice substantiating opinions wit, facts. On some
assignments, personal experience will suffice. On others, anecdotes

2a
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and examples gathered from reading, television, friends, and rela-
tives will provide good supporting material. In academic writing,
facts, data, and observations are used to support 'conclusions. I
state a judgment: is a lively place to live." We then go
around the room and elicit as many experiences as we can that
will substantiate the stater-rime-I throw out a more objective kind
of statement: "The River is heavily polluted." To sup-
port this, they draw on both personal observation and media in-
formation. The older the students, the more able they will be to
rely on information gathered from reading and television, and
the further f rom 'in-mediate experience those beginning statements
can be. Once the class"gets the hang of it, I start with conclusions
which they suggest. -4

, Once studentshave nfastered these skills in their writing, they
are ready to gp off in one of two directione. On one hand, they
can follow Ma&orie,clown thg path of divergence, creativity, and
subjectivity. On the other, They can explore ideas through the
expository mode. If the latter path is chosen, traditional tech-

' niques can now be employed. I review outlining With the students,
, particularly as we get into more research-oriented topics. Out-

lining can also help them to brettik large ideas into more accessible
sub-ideas, enabling them to go 'into greaer depth. At this point
also, I do instruction on effective sentence patterns, punctuation,
and spelling. To make Inatters easier, each student already has a
folder crammed with writing which is awaiting( vision. Because
the students have been working through conte o form, the skills
of organization and sentence structure see less like pointless
academic exercises, and more like means-through which they can
augment the effectiveness o, what they are sSying.

"The ETC." Specific. Concrete. Factual. -By the end of the unit,
I am hoping that it all adds dp to clearness and vividness of style
and of thought. Naturall5f, the students find it difficult lo be spe-
cific, to relate their ideas to other people's realities. They find it
even tougher to support their opinions, because their opinions are
so seldom asked for. A girl in One of my classes this year wrote
on an evaluation, ''I get all the stuff you talked about, but I don't
think I do it very well." Yes, it is hard "stuff" to get, and much
practice k required before it is done very well. But the closer we
come, the less room we leave for miscommunication, for impre-
cision, fin- cloudy thought. Anithe less we pollute our own lan-
guage with a rhetoric born out .i5-f overemphasis on form.
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Good Writing Takes Sweat
ANN SEIDEL ARMSTRONG

RIVERSIDE BROOKFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
RIVERSIDE

Put two English teachers together in an airport, on a bus, at a
luncheon, and before ten minutes are up, the odds are they will
be talking about the deplorable writing of high school and college
students today. The fractured writing worries the teachers, wor-
ries the administrators, worries the parents, worries the public.
But what about the students? Are they worried because they are
not able to communicate in writing? For the most part, they are
nq, And it seems to me that this is the place to which our efforts
must lead, that is, to placing the worry, the work, and the sweat
where it belongs.

In recent years an emphasis on creativity Ind self-expression in
the teaching of English has often resulted acceptance of dis-
organized and incoherent outpourings, stream-of-consciousness
prose, and unstructured poetry. I accept it myself when I wish to
encourage free expression. However, I am not teaching my stu-
dents anythitig, and they and I both know it. Self-expression can-
not be.taught; communication can. Self-expression requires no
discipline; communication does.

I like to use the fairy tale when I teach Writing, not because
good writing requires magic or a fairy godmother, but because
fairy tales embody principles of communicatiOn that can be clearly
explained by a teacher of English and easily put into practice by
any literate student.

Fairy tales, unlike much modern writini, are concerned less
with self-expression than with the primary purpose of tale-telling,
whether oral or written, that is, of transmission of knowledge,
information, moral principles, and folk or individual wisdom.
They have a definite purpose; the narration proceeds through a
series of three three trials, three brothers, three sisters to a
resolution which clearly reaffirms the purpose. Each fairy tale
forms a satisfying whole. The structure of the fairy tale can be
applied to a'most any type of expositor, writing.

At Riverside Brookfield High School when we observed, as
elsewhere, a steady deterioration in writing skills, we decided to
borrow from the fairy tales a basic structure, to teach this struc-
ture and to require mastery of it on a standardized basis. The
structure we taught is nothing new, a five-paragraph essay with a
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thesis' statement, three supporting points, and a conclusion. What
is new, I believe, is the requirement of the Sophomore Writing,
Test.

This test is taken on the same day by all sophomores, and the
students really sweat to prepare for it. Three years ago when the
English department first introduced this test, we had the require-
ment that the topic should be copnected with the English curricu-
lum. However, we found that .the students were more successful
writing *cording to their interests, so now we accept informative
or persur ive essays on other topics, such as: "Sewing is a, useful
and enjoyable hobby," or "Motorcycle riding is not dangerous if
the driver takes care." After clqsS discussion, students write their
thesis statemerfts, making sure that therwre ih-ree sound points
for support. The statements, which are approAd by the teacher,
are brought to class on the test day and stapled to the final essays.

We are still working on grading procedures, but generally
speaking, failure to follow directions, inclusion of four misspelled
words or two sentence errors are cause for failure. Students may,
however, use a grammar book and a dictionary in class. Slow stu-
dents are allowed to return after school to finish if they need more
time. In the basic classes, the teacher usually allows two class
periods for the writing of the test.

We give a preliminary test in October to familiarize the stu-
dents .with the format. At thil time the teachers dften suggest'
statements dealing with the Abject matter being studied. The
preliminary test is used as a diagnostic tool by the teacher to pin-
point areas of weakness for individuals and for the class as a
whole. The regular Sophomore Writing Test is given in January,
and it is taken very seriously indeed. The students know that our
superintendent, Dr. James Trost, is considering making the pass-
ing of this test a condition for graduation. '-

Last year in January sixty-three percent of the students passed.
However, this is not the last chance. Since at RB, sophomores
change English teaChers at the end of the semester, the list of
the students who failed the writing test is passed on to the next
teacher. Additional help is given these students by a different
teacher, and in March a second writing tesi is given. At that time
the students who have demonstrated that they can write correctly
are expected to write with more style. However, the same stan-
dards of correctness apply. There is an opportunity offered to
those who fail the writing test the second time to retake it again
in class.

If a student is unable during the sophomore year to show suffi-
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cient skill to write a five-paragraph essay, he/she may pass into
the junior year, if his/her other work is passing, but a letter is

'sent home to his/her parents, indicating flits deficiency and sug-
gesting tutorial help. This is still not the last chance.

In the junior year a practical writing test is>given, also accord-
ing to a five-paragraph format, but this time in the form of a
letter of application for a job. This test has two purposes. First,
it shows the practical application of the learned structure: a state-
ment that the student is applying for a particular job, three reasons
why the student would be good in this job (education, expe-
rience and/or personal qualifications, and references), and a con-
cluSion. Secondly, because the structure is so clearly outlined a9d
the vocabulary so simple, this test is easier for most students to
write. Last year, the first year that the practical test was given,
only five of the sixty students who had failed in the sophomore
year did not pass in the junior year, two because of prolonged
absence and three because of unfamiliarity with the English lan-
guage, since theyliad-been in this country only a year.

Teachers at Riverside Brookfield have observed a marked im-
provement in writing since the introduction of the writing test.
The students can readily see that the same format in simplified
form can be used in answering essay questions, that the same for-
mat expanded makes the backbone of the research paper. The
serious preparation for this test and the long follow-up involved
have made the students aware of the importance of care and
correctness in writing. The greatest improvement has come in
the writing of the students with the poorest skills to start with,
since the.definite structure gives them gre er support and confi-

dence.
In the -genior year many students take 9ractical Communica-

tions, Business English, or ntemporarEnglish. In these courses'
the emphasis is on directing mmunic ions outside the school
through letters to editors, letters of complaints, the writing of
résumés, and the filling in of application forms for work and
school. We invite men and women from trucking companies, em-,
ployment agencies, hospitals, automobile dealerships, and other
places of business .to come in to give practice interviews. When a
businessman turns down a student because of misspelled words
on an application form, the Insistence on correctness makes more
of an impression than when a teacher says the same thing.

We've all heard the line, "I just want to be an auto mechanic.
Why do I have to spell 'receive: right ?"

Tom Peck of Grange Dodge in La Grange gave the answer to
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that. "If you're going to be sloppy filling out an application form,
I'm going to suspect you'll be sloppy fixing cars. It takes sweat
to learn to spell correctly, and I want a mechanic who isn't afraid
to sweat."

Help for theijarried
R. W. REISIN

PEMBROKE STATE U VERSITY
PEMBROKE, NORTH CAROLINA

Sequence in composition has long been a problem for high
school English teachers, experienced and inexperienced 'alike.
Faced with several preparations, 150 students, study halls, cafe-
teria duty, and heavy responsibilities in literature and language
study, they have seldom had adequate time to assign and evaluate
papers, much less to plan and call for those papers in an order
they thought desirabld. Even for the most conicientious and com-
mitted, more often than not comriosition sequence has been a wish,
not a reality.

Nor has the arrival of mini-courses in some schools eliminated
or alleviated the problem. The demands of the past still remain
too many students, tao many preparations, and too many extra-
class responsibilities and the new curriculum format has not
magically imposed meaningful direction on those offerings de-
signed to improve writing skills. In fact, with only a handful of
weeks in which to focus on composition, many a harried teacher
has doubtless looked to the heavens in despair, privately or pub-
licly proclaiming that."Gee, there's so muth that can be done ! I
just don't know which way to go or which materials to use !"

Help exists, hoWever. And while the heavens do not provide it,
it comes nonetheless in most bountiful amounts. Key among the
available assistance is that which publishing bouses can provide.
The Silver Burdett Company has prodticts with perhaps the great,,
est potential. Six of the ten modules making up that company's
Contemporary English Modules ISeries center on composition, and
collectively as well as individually they are generally ,effective.
Although grade designations do not appear on any of the volumes,
it is possible to Ohe one at each level of the high selibol program, 7
through 12. Conversely, the paperbound books, each consisting of
about 75 pages, are adaptable enough to fit comfortably into other
curriculum formats, including mini-courses.
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The..Art,, of Composition, by Barbara Pannwitt, is probably the
best-done of the siX ,volumes, all designed for students of aver-
age ability.. Consisting of twenty-one .lessons, plus "Composition
Workshop," six composition-stimulating situations, in eighty read:
able and heavily illustrated pages, the book takes students through
a sequence emphasizing paragraphing, point-of-view, and ' crea-
tivity. Teacher's Guide: Composition, a paperback which provides
lesson plans for every volume in the series, is an additional fea-
ture that can assist in the (Ievek)pinent of sequences appropriate
for mini-course programs.

Although not specifically designed for use in sucli programs,
Developing Writing 'Skills, written by William W. Wvst and pub-
lished by Prentice-Hall, has nonetheless enjoyed excellent success
in them. West is an experienced writer of high school materials,
and nowhere is. his expertise more evidenultan in this hardcover
volume,`"ihe second edition of which appeared ,in 1973. Eleven of
its thirteen chapters treat forms of writing. ( for example, ,personal
narrative, description, and opinion), and each form is presented in
a prescribed sequence. In a very real sense, then, the book ouflines
eleven sequentially foculed mini-courses in composition, each one
of them culminating inli major writing assignment. Encouraging
oral as well as written composition, the book takes an additional
strentrth because of the teacher's manual that accompanies it.

Another approach to successful sequence in mini-courses in
composition focuses upon sentence-combining, a technique for
writing improvement that resultskom two research reports avail-
able from NCTE: JOhn C. Mell3E's Transforniational Sentence-
Combining: A Method for Enhancing the Development of Syn-
tactic Fluency in English Composition (1969) and Frank O'Hare's
Sentence CombinMg: Improving Student Writing without Formal
Grammar Instruction (1973). William Strong's Sentence Com-
bining: A Composing Book, published by Random House in 1973,
and O'Hare's Sentencecraft: An Elective Course in Writing, pub-
lished by Ginn and Company in 1975, are both designed for use
on the high school level. Equally important, sach moves frOm easy
sentence-combining exercises to difficult ones, thus providing a.
sequence that is pedagogically as well as linguistically defensible.
There is no question that sfudents who complete either paperback
are more competent writers as a result of their efforts.

The secret to sensible sequences mi-courses in composition
does not lie With materials, howeve . It is teachers who possess
it. Because they are the best judges of their stuients needs and
abilities, they are bound to be the best judges of what will work
with and for those students. Textbooks can help, definitely; but,
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as Jan A. Griffin suggests, tefbooks can also be misused, hinder-
ing rather than encouraginegrowth in composition.' Techers
must constantly remind themielves of this point. Likewise, they
must always stay alert to several other considerations important to
effective composition sequence:

1. Sequence should be based on psychological rather than logi-
cal patterns of organization.

2. Sequence in written composition should be based on planned
programs of oral language'development.

3. Sequence should be based on what is known about the clever?
opmental characteristics of children.

4. Sequence should introduce; students to the problems of ex-
pressing ideas in various forms.

5. Sequerthe in composition sbould provide for balanced and
adequate attention to all important aspects of writing.2

6. Sequence in written compoition must be premised on the
belief that neople learn to write by writing and that mastery
of a grammatical system, evpn a linguistically based one, is
not tantamount to mastery of written discourse.s

Finally, teachers striving for successful sequence in mini-courses
in composition would be wise-kndeed to study (or restudy) three
classic articles from Enjksh Joiornal which bear on their concerns,
each by a name famous In cor4osition-teaching circles: James M.
McCrimmon's "A Cumulative Sequence in Composition" (LV:
April, 1966, pp. 425-34); Alan D. Engelsman's "A Writing Pro-
gram That Teaches Writing" (LVI: March, 1967, pp. 417-21,
442) ; and Ken Macrorie's "To Be Read" (LVII: May, 1968, pp.
6&92).'

For teachers of m i-courses in composition there is iirdeed help.
Theyikl only to aev4 themselves of it.
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Writing and the Art of Thinkin :

A Neglected Area of Instru tio
GEORGE FI. DOUGLAS

DIVISION OF,BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL WRI ING/
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMP GN

It would seem to be both logical and obvious that one of the
duties of:9* writing teacher is to sfiow the vital co nect n be-.
tween writing and rational discourse, between expressio and
thOught. But .the ideal is seldom,realized, and in our syste of
public education, the demand to teach the mechanical part of wri
ing and other basic disciplines has been so-compelling that most
instructional units fail to treat the logical/philosophical side of
writing.

At the same time, many teachers in our high schools have been
reluctant toget involved with questions of philosophical import
or of logical form because they fear that these matters are too
advanced for a high school level course, or believe that they can. be touched upon only by opening up a kind of Pandora's box.
Perhaps there is also a belief that the subject niatter is so broad
that very little of the ground could actually be covered. Fre-
quently, too, English teachers feel themselves ill-prepared to deal
with the logical side of writing because it is not a part of the
traditional high school English curriculum.

Still, there are marvelous opportunities in this area for a learn-
ing experience that will be rewarding for both teacher and student.
Obviously the high school English program is not the place for a
full-scale course in formal logic; but it is possible to make a great
deal of progress on a more modest level and still feel that the
average student has come away with something solid. What fol-
lows is an .attempt to provide a rudimentary ground plan of what
might reasonably be covered in a-iligh scfiool English course with-
out tumbling into a realm of vast technicality.

Writing and Thinking: A Topkal Outline

To the teacher who is considering intrOducing a unit dealing
with rational discourse or the art Of making sense, I would sug-
gest the following topics that can be covered in a relatively short
period of time without getting involved in the technical terminol-
ogies of formal logic, philosophy, semantics, or whatever:
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I. Kindi o anguag
Infor ative
Ernotit,e
Directive

II. Pitfalls of
Ambiguit
Equivocation
Vaguenes5

III. Definition
Kinds of Definition
Problems in Defining'

IV. Making a Reasonable Argument
Knowledge vs. Prejudice
Dependable Generalizations
Fallacies in Reasoning
Fairness of Argument

If a targer amount of time were available, it might be possible
to add materials on kinds of reasoning inductive and deductiVe

logical relations, syllogisms, causation, and the scientific meth-
ods of thinking. But for a start the topics mentioned above ought
to be quite sufficient to establish the important relationship be-
tween writing and rational discourse.

Introducing the Subject

In introdueing this unit it could be tointed out to students that
writing quite frequently differs from speaking or ordinary con-
versation in that the ;triter often tackles'larger and more complex
subjects that require sustained argument and therefore more pre-
cise use of language. Writing and thinking are iightly intercon;
nected, and we cannot write clearly about a topic unless we have
cafefully thought .it through. In conversing with our friends, in a
casual sort of way, we can say "I,think that A is the best candidate
for President of the United States," or "Religion is on the Way
Out in America Today." But when we get into topics'suchas this
in any kind of 'depth, where we have to support and defend our
ideas,more rigorously, we see that we need to know a little about
thinking, aliout methods of argument, about techniques for sup-
porting our ideas. Can we really explain ourselves? Can we really
make sense? Let's think a little more about the connection hetween
writing and thinking, about the art of making sense..

Rich Fields for Discussion

I have suggested in the ()Udine above what seem to 'me to be
some fertile areas for classroom- discus'sion. I shall not attempt, to
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explain_ them all in detail, but let us look at one or two of the
areas and ways in which they might be used to stimulate the..
imaginations "of high school students and add to their general
stoek oi knowledge.

Consider the tirst of the topics I have listed above tile various
levels of discourse. Quite often students don't stop, to realize that
lavguage is-used in a number of different ways that are quite
diAinct that the language of the poet is different from that of
the scientist, which in turn is quite different from that of the
advertising man or politician.

To be sure, the various functions of kinguage ble.id into one
another, but for practical purgoses one can get a good deal of
mikage out -of making the distinction between informative, ex-

/ Pressive or directive language. That is, students can be made .to
,see that language can be used to communicate some kind of in-
formation, to,ftsiir s feelings, or to get people to act or respond
in some particular ay.

ManyAimes isagreements and fruitless arguments take place
in human e pience because people fail to understand that differ-
ent kinds o anguage have these different functions or ends. The
very literal' scientific mind, for example, might read Shelley's lines
on the .skylark

Hail to thee blithe spirit!
Bird thou never wert,

and jump to the mistaken conclusion that the skylark was not a
bird. But the poet does not use language as a means of conveying
information ; his intent is to create a mood or essence.

On the other hand', we may mistakenly believe that all ideas
outwardly garbed in neutral, informative, language are strictly
informative in intent. But this is certainly not always the case.
Consider the sociologist or criminologist who writes what appears
to be a strictly factual xeport about conditions in a prison. Such a.
report might present pcipulation figures, data about physical plant
and layout, and other such seemingly neutral factual informa-
tion. Yet his purpose in triting may not be so bland and neutral
as it appears. He may be emotionally quite involved in what he is
writing so that h s "scientific paper" has much of the emotional
or expressive in it, although he may deny this to himself. Too, he
may be writing in such a way as to instill a certain attitude in
his readers, to impel them to action.

There are countless opportunities for discussion of this topic.
Students will almost certainly get.a great deal of enjoyment and
intellectual satisfaction out of analyzing the language of political
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oratory, Or of television commercials. Is this language doing what
on the surface it seems to tirlloing, or are there hidden motives,
hidden levels of meaning? At the,same time, the kinds of aware-
ness that are developed in studying the various kinds of discourse
can be put to good use,elsewhere in the curriculum. Sometimes it
will be very helpful in the study of literature, for example. A
class studying Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, might make a philo-
sophical analysis of Mark Antony's funeral oration. Traditionally
English teachers have spent much time talking about.the literary
qualities of this speech, or about the ironies, or about individual
techniques of invoking emotional response. But it may also be
worthwhile to discuss the overall function of the speech, its hid-
den intentions, the shifting grounds of meaning.

Once students are aware of the various ways language functions
and are accustomed to making more .rigorous analyses of these
functions, they will discover that the resulting awareness will be
useful throughout the entire range of their educational experi-
ence; indeed, the high generality and abstractness of the logical
outlook is the largest part of its appeal and usefulness.

But let's look at another topic area takerkfrom the outline above
the subject of the quality of arguments aed to support a point

of view. Students will benefit greatly by being taught something
about the kinds .of support that can honestly be given to uphold
their argument or point of view. They can be profitably taught
the difference between knowledge and prejudice; they can be
taught to sue whether causal statements really liold or are merely
asserted; .they can be taught the difference between a safe and
shaky generalization. All of this can he applied very profitably to
the teaching of writing. Consider the following paragraph from
a student essay.

Juvenile delinquency is a major problem in this country. This prob-
lem became more serious after World War II, The war itself is one
of the causes. Parents of youngsters born during these years either
avoided,their responsibility or were unable to maintain it. Everywhere
we read about the vicious crimes committed by young people. During
the war the ntwspapers and the movies depicted violence, cruelty and
bloodletting as heroic rather than Nicious. The war inspired brutality
by distorting and twisting humane values. It is no wonder that the
younger generation has made a problem of itself. During the war
many of them had fathers who were in the service; their mothers
were working in war plants. Consequently, they were unhappy and
undisciplined. Many of them",are now organized in gangs and proud
oPtheir devotion to the life of crime!

' Prentice-Hall Handbook for Writers, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1965, p.
205.
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This paragraph appears in a standard writing textbook toillus-
trate lack of coherence in the paragrapli. And, to be sure; it illus-
trates this point quite well the sentences flow together poorly;
there are too many starts and breaks. But the student who has
seriously undertaken to evaluate arguments will also see more
wrong with a .paragraph like this than coherency or the develop-
ment of ideas. Ile wdl see something wfag with the quality of
ideas. Ile will see a distinct wakness in argument a cause and
effect relationship announced but 'never proved; weak and un-
substantiated generalizations. Discussions of the quality of think-
ing in a piece of writing can give rise to stimulating and highly
beneficial class discussions.

Adequacy of generalization invariably turns out to be a pivotal,
point in discussing the rationality of themes, but the teacher will
find that students at the high school level will respond enthusias-
tically to discussions of the various informal fallacies of reason-
ing such as begging the question, the either-or fallacy, false anal-
ogy, argumentum ad hominem (attacking the man rather than his
ideas), etc. None of these fallacies is hard to grasp; teaching
students about them is fairly simple, and the kind of class dis-
cussion that arises from studying examples can hardly fail to be
intellectually challenging, since if the nature of human reason
can't be made intellectually challenging, what can?

Preparation of the Teacher

For the teacher who is interested in introducing this angle of
writing into his classroom, there are sevefal books which intro-
duce the topic in a relatively nontechnical manner. The Art of
Making Sense by Lionel.Ruby (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott)
is lucid, charming, and packed with very usable illustrations.
Somewhat more technical perhaps, and less readable, but sound
and interesting, is Thinking Straight bjr Monroe C. Beardsley
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.). Needless to say,
traditional college rhetoric books, such as Brooks and Warren's
Modern Rhetoric have chapters or sections de'aling with reasoning,
evidence, definition, fallacies, etc. But a teacher pfanning to intro-
duce the art of reasoning to his students would iminensely profit
by working through volumes like those of Ruby or Beardsley.
After doing so it should be easy to work up supporting material
of one's own from the daily newspaper or television screen. And
since this subject area should also be stimulating to students, the
teacher may shortly find that students will enthusiastically gen-
erate their own supporting materia1f
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Confessions of a Poetry Addict
Unsure of How She Got That Way

BETH STIEFLE111. ,.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

MACOMB

1Jni4k4is evening, I believe that I have ever thought about
,

rea ns for liking poetry. Suddenly, howev6r, I am struck with
th idea that I surely didn't enter the, world with this addiction. I
h. a1 to acquire it. But HOW? and WHERE? and WHY? and
WHEN?

Like you, I remember suffering through courses in junior and
senior high school with requirements sufficient to cause anyone,
even a poetry-lover, to ease away, never to returoara line of
verse. Long hours (or so they seemed) were s nt in wondering'
whether or not to mark a half-beat at the en of a line which
seemed already ended, of trying to settle for iambi or trochaic, of
"checking out" the teacher to decide what she had decided the
poet had meant in a particular poem under discussion. I remem-
ber, too, my first attempts at writing verse, not school assignments
but my own, especially after a very important event in my life.
such as the wedding of my fourth-grade teacher, the most beauti-
ful woman I knew. I found those lines not long ago in our farm
attic fohled away with several rejection slips from household
magazines whose editorvicouraged me to continue to send any
other poems while informing me that this one wasn't appropriate.

But, what brought on the romance?
First, my mother is responsible, for it was she who sang or

"told me" poems from my earliest 4ys. When I was a pre-
schooler, I memorized short verses li e by line just from hearing
her say them slowly while we were dusting or doing some other
task together. She still delights audiences and me with her word-
by-word renditions Of Wordsworth and Browning (memorization
was "in" in her day). She has worked the same poetry magic on
her grandsons.

Beth Stuffier is the chairperson of the I.A.T.E. judging committee ap-
pointed to select the best poetry written this year by Illinois secondary school
students. 4
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My next memories of poetry are my reading silently all I could
get, good and bad (although I didn't .know that). I read them
aloud, too, in the quiet of my bedroom'and enjoyed listening to
the rise and fall of-Ay voice. I learned to grow breathless with
"By the shores of Gitchee Goonice"; to cry a little with Annabel
Leei and to imagine myself the black-eyed Bess,with a rose in my
haitFwaiting for the "tlot-tlot." Then, Caine Ingh school, and the
English teacher made us memorize Bryant's "To a Waterfowl"
and the mercy speech from Merchant of Venice. I really didn't
mind memorizing, but I hated having to sit and listen while all
wenty-six members of the' class took a turn at standing before the

group to recite.
With college came a different look at poetry. One delightful old

warrior,,who c, ed out to Bread loaf each summer to sit at the
feet of Aobert Fros , ade. us love her hero through playing his
recordinft I low thrilled I was to hear him read his poems the
first time, and, thereafter, I thrilled again, each time, to his-slow,
wiling speech, simple and dignified. Another beloved professor
always turned balladeer when we "did" the early British poetry;
lin changed from the stereotyped instructor, turned up the jacket
collarr of his old salt and pepper suit, plucked his mandolin in ac-
companiment to whiskey tones, and enthralled his audience with
the bawdy narratives. Ile always wrote poems for his students'
birthdays, for holidays, and I even have one of his verses for the
birth of each son.

Entwined in this chronological review are also the common
songs, the rollicking wems with a strong rhythm which we have
as children and adolescents enjoyed around the campfire; the
jingling commercials and appealing themes of popular radio,
movie, and television broadcasts; the heart-warming school, state,
and other loyalty songs of college days; and the working and
worshipping songs of groups such as cowboys, Negroes, and the
Armed Forces. The words of those songs are important, poetry
which refreshes the memory at odd moments throughout life.

With each son I delighted in watching the baby reaction to the
vowel sounds in rhymes; the infant response to the rollicking
rhythm of repetition; le childish laughter at the silliness of non-
sense verse. The oldest boy once spent his vacation money for a
book of poems while on a shopping trip to St. Louis..1 remember,
too, typing their childish attempts at verse as they spoke them and
then reading those lines over and over until they could recite
them as they pretended to "read" from a book of poems we had
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made. One son loved words so much that he read signs above
stores ,lackward and tried to rhyme as he went.

My first teaching experience was to assist a master secoml-grade
teacher who gathered the pupils around her .on jhe tloor each
a ftt noon after lunch for a poetry hour. She simply began reciting
poetr at!c1 Jliey automatically joined in when they wished, and
they lly wished to do so at once. She knew and loved the good
poets and brought Vachel Lindsay, Walt Whitman, and Carl
Sandburgio these young children. She made, a poetry book for
each child:Nld they delighted in selecting the "next poem" to read
with the class. I fer pleasure spilled over, and these young children
moved on to the next activity, refreshed.

The approach to poetry at the eighth, ninth, and eleventh grades
Ivas for me different from that of the earlier years; yet the re-
sponse was much the same. As in university teaching to students
in the humanities, I have felt a great responsibility to help them
to enjoy poetry, to.build aggin the desire to find pleasure in verse.
Sometimes they must learn again to use their senses, emotions,
and imagination, as well as their intelligence, to comprehend. For
those who are more serious in their study, I have tried to pliint out
appropriate methods of studying poetry and its body of research.
For some, it has seemed easy to move to trying their hand at writ-
ing verse. Sometimes this occurs before I ask, and this is a real
bonus. Writing good poetry involves hard work, often frustration,
and long hours spent in revision. I believe it unfair to give a
student the impression that writing poetry is easy; I try to treat
his efforts with great respect. Finding an extra poem in your mail-
box or under the door (one that yon didn't assign) makes the
effort. worthwhile.

I know that you understand the feeling too. Will you, then, en-
courage and help your students to write poems for the spring com-
petition of high school poetry in the State of Illinois as sponsored
by the Illinois Association of Teachers of Engllish. Past issues of
the. English Bulletin devoted to the best high school poetry of,the
State carry sufficient evidence to support our belief and faith in
the young poets of Illinois.

'As I look back on my reasons for becoming addicted, I realize,
and know that you do too, thgt I really didn't do much of any-
thing to become addicted ... someone .eise did it for me, and it

s happening all the time.
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Illinois Author of the Year 1976:
Victor Hicken, Historian

AWARD PRESENTATION SPEECH
GWEN BY TAIMI RANTA

ENGLISH'DEPARTMENT, ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
AT NORMAL

. In this Bicentennial Year, the Honorary Awards Committee
ed it fitting and proper that ,it searelyor a person who had

ea d laurels both as a historian and as ii1/4n author. Dr. Victor
Hicken is such a person. He is truly worthy of being honored in
this Bicentennial Year as the "Illinois Author of the Year" by the
Illinois Association of Teachers of English.

Professor Hicken is a man with deep roots in this state. He was
born in central Illinois in the town of Witt-on September 28, 1921,
and was educated in the Gillespie public schools.Vis B.Ed. degree
was earned at Southern Illinois University in 1943. From 1943 to

.1946, he served in the United States Naval Reservt with the rank
or lieutenant, junior grade. At tlie University of Illinois, he re-
ceived his degrees of M.A. in 1947 and Ph.D.,: in I955, both in
American history. Dr. Hicken has specialized inlhe Civil War, the
Reconstruction, and militarihistory. In 1947, he joined the faculty
of Western Illinois University, where he- has distinguished him-
self both ap a teacher and an administrator.

Dr. Hicken is an outstanding researcher and writer. Illinois in
the Civil War, first published in 1966 by the University of Illinois
Press, is now in its second printing under the auspices of the
State Historical Society. For this work, Dr. Hicken was presented
the Award of Merit f rim the Association of State and Locl
History. His The American Fighting Man, published in 1969 by
Macmillan, was a sock..: iiistory of the American soldier from
the days of the American Revolution to the present. It gained na-
tional attention in the pages of Newsweek. In his The Purple and
the Gold, published in 1970 by Western Illinois University, Dr.
Hicken traced the history of his institution. The World Is Coming
to an End: An Irreverent Look at Modern Doomsaying, pub-
lished in 1975 by Arlington House, was a study of the 1960's. Dr.

The Illinois Author of the Year Award is pr sented annually by,ihe
Illinois Association of Teachers of English at e Fall Conference: Dr:
Victor Hicken received the 1976 Award at the Ba quet Session on October
29 at Southern Illinois University in Carbondale.
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Hicken has been working on a series of mini-biographies for the junior high

school, entitled A.Gallery of American Heroes. Three are now published, the

last two in 1976. The listing of all his writings covers many pages, and the
i

titles would be far too numerous to include in this brief account of his

accomplishments. May it suffice to say that his pen has not been idle.

The year of 1976 has been memorable for.Dr. Hicken in a number of ways.
.,

He has been the President of the Illinois Historical Society, having been

chosen by the members of this organization because they felt that a

distinguished state historian ought to preside over the society during the

cb

Bicentennial Year. Also in 1976, Dr. Hicken was elected y a Western Illinois

University faculty committee to occupy the chair of "Di tinguished Professor."

This singular honor was bestowed on him because he was considered to best

fulfill the requirements of the award, those.of writing and research deemed

worthy of significance by important historians across the nation, excellent

performance in the classroom as indicated by the "Outstanding Teacher"

designation in 1964 and the appointment as Annual Faculty Lecturer (first

to receive this honor) in 1969, and outstanding activity in state and local

affairs.

Dr. Hicken and his wife Mary have four childre0--Jeff, now a practicing

lawyer in Minnesota; Brian, who is employed in New York City; Elizabeth, a

sophomore at Cornell College in Iowa; and Dan, a senior ,at Macomb High School.

In spite of all his accomplishments and honors, Dr. Hicken is very modest,

a gentleman of tradition. He is considered a great friend, a respected colleague,

and an inspiring teacher. He is also the very proud new grandfather:of Andrew

Victor. When approached about accepting this honor, he said, "Who wouldn't

accept a second grandchild?"

The Illinois Association of Teachers of English salutes ViCtor Hicken 'as

its 1976 Illinois Author of the Year.
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